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The paper examines the impact of the line impedance of n parallel-connected inverters on the power flow, current distribution
and circulating current among the units. Meanwhile, the previous research investigates either the case of inductive or resistive
aspect for no more than three inverters connected in parallel. We figure out, for any number n of parallel inverters, the power
flow with respect to the coupling impedance that meets the required inverter mode of operation: coupling impedance conditions
are established. Furthermore, different line impedance from one inverter to the common point of connection contributes to a
non-uniform output current distribution, which might exceed the ratings of the units. In addition, impedance difference from
one phase to another of a given inverter induces a circulating current. To avoid such problems, new sinusoidal pulse width
modulation (SPWM) strategy where parameters are found analytically is developed. First, a uniform current distribution
independently of their number n and their line impedance is achieved. Second, an optimal circulating current with respect to the
line impedance of each single unit is attained. Simulation is performed to validate analytical results.

1. INTRODUCTION
One of the world’s biggest concerns is the need of
sufficient energy that fits with the growth of the global
population. With this increasing demand of power, more
flexible, reliable, scalable and efficient systems are
necessary [1]. Paralleling inverters happens to be the most
suitable solution to convert renewable energy at a consumer
level [2, 3]. This configuration gives the ability to convert
much higher energy than single inverter [4].
For an effective paralleling, the inverters must share the
total output power so that we can maintain as high as
possible the system’s performances. As the number of
modules increases, it is possible to connect low power
units. This leads to the use of common and mature
components. Moreover, these converters can operate at
relatively high frequencies with acceptable efficiency [5].
The proposed circuit (Fig. 1) consists of n-three phase
inverters connected in parallel where the dc input voltage
Vg is applied to the n units through an input inductance Lin
[6]. The terminal of this inductance is then connected to the
n-parallel inverters by means of an input capacitor C where
iin denotes the dc input current. The kth three-phase inverter
is in general connected to the common point of connection
by a three-phase line impedance (Rak + jωLak, Rbk + jωLbk
and Rck + jωLck). The load consists of a three phase infinite
bus (represented respectively by a balanced three phase
sinusoidal voltage ea, eb and ec) connected to the common
point of connection in series with a three phase grid
impedance (Ra + jωLa, Rb + jωLb and Rc + jωLc) [7, 8].
Hence, the three-phase current flowing respectively in the
kth inverter and the grid are denoted by “iak , ibk , ick” and “ia ,
ib , ic”.
Stability analysis and performance evaluation of the
overall circuit require modeling. In this study, the wellknown average phase-leg technique is used [9]. The
analysis of the average model has made possible the finding
of the analytical solution. The objective of the analytical
solution is to examine between system parameters and
establish the power flow equation, as the line and grid
impedance vary, from the n inverters and the grid.
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Fig. 1 – Circuit configuration for the grid tied parallel inverters with
line and grid impedances

In [6], the analysis shows that the common point of
connection of the n parallel inverters should be as close as
possible to the grid. This will guarantee the main advantage
of paralleling inverters. Furthermore, the variation of the
coupling impedance may completely alter the mode of
operation of the system.
In this paper, both the resistance and the reactance of the
line and grid are taken into consideration to not
compromise the inverter mode of operation. Then, the
effects of the line impedance on the current distribution and
the circulating current are analyzed.
In the last two decades, since renewable energy and
micro-grid have gained a considerable interest,
interconnection with different line parameters is subject to
studies. The research concentrates on the effects of the grid
and line impedance, on the active and reactive power, at
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both the inverter and grid terminals. In most studies, line
and grid resistances are neglected, and only the line and
grid reactance effects are taken into account. In the present
work, to not alter the inverter operation mode, both line and
grid resistance and reactance are taken into consideration.
Then, the effects of the line impedance on the current
distribution and the circulating current are analyzed.
The general circuit, used to analyze the parallel
connection of n inverters to the grid, is presented in Section
2. In Section 3, the power flow between the dc and ac grid
with respect to either the line or the grid impedance is
analyzed for any number of inverters. In Section 4, the load
current distribution along the inverters is investigated.
Finally, in Section 5, the circulating current is analyzed for
the case where the line impedance of a given phase is
different from that of the other phases.
2. ANALYSIS OF THE N PARALLEL CONNECTED
INVERTERS TO THE GRID
In [6, 7], we have shown the impact of the line and grid
impedance, the number n of parallel inverters etc. on the
operating mode and performance of the circuit. The main
advantage of paralleling inverters is guaranteed if the ratio
of grid impedance to line impedance is small. Furthermore,
an appropriate selection of various parameters ensures that
the system’s inverter operation mode is not compromised.
Analysis of different transfer functions highlighted the
impact of circuit parameters on system performances.
Increasing the number of inverters allows the reduction of
the overshoot and the time input voltage response. Taking
into account the grid impedance (Zg ≠ 0), the input current
increase is no longer proportional to the number of inverters
connected in parallel.
If all the phases have equal impedance value, those of the
kth inverter and the grid are as follows:
Rai = Rbi = Rci = Rlk ⎫
⎪
Ra = Rb = Rc = Rg ⎪
⎬.
Lai = Lbi = Lci = Llk ⎪
La = Lb = Lc = Lg ⎪⎭

(1)

Using the phase-leg technique to the circuit described
previously, one can obtain the following equations:
⎫
⎪
⎪
⎪
n
n
n
dV
⎪
C = iin − ∑d3k −2iak − ∑d3k −1ibk − ∑d3kick
⎪
dt
k =1
k =1
k =1
⎪
⎪
n
n
di
di
⎪
Lai ai = d3k −2V − Lg ∑ ak − Rg ∑iak − Rai iai − ea + V ' ⎬ , (2)
NN
dt
d
t
⎪
k =1
k =1
⎪
n
n
dibi
dibk
Lbi
= d3k −1V − Lg ∑
− Rg ∑ibk − Rbi ibi − eb + V ' ⎪
NN ⎪
dt
d
t
k =1
k =1
⎪
n
n
⎪
dici
dick
⎪
Lci
= d3kV − Lg ∑
− Rg ∑ick − Rci ici − ec + V '
N
N
dt
dt
⎪⎭
k =1
k =1
di
Lin in = Vg − V
dt

where V is the voltage across the input capacitance and VN’N
is the common mode voltage. d3k-2, d3k-1 and d3k are the

2

phase-leg duty cycles of a sinusoidal pulse width
modulation (SPWM) for the kth inverter in synchronism
with the grid [8] such that:
⎫
⎪
⎪
2π ⎤ ⎪⎪ ,
⎡
d 3k −1
⎢1 + d mk cos(ω t − ϕ k − 3 )⎥ ⎬
⎣
⎦⎪
1 ⎡
2π ⎤ ⎪
d 3k =
1 + d mk cos(ω t − ϕ k +
) ⎪
⎢
2 ⎣
3 ⎥⎦ ⎪⎭
1
2
1
=
2

[1 + d mk cos(ω t − ϕ k )]

d 3k − 2 =

(3)

where dmk and φk are, respectively, the modulation index
and the phase shift of duty cycles as referred to the grid.
Applying the Park transform to the above system of
equations, we obtain the following expressions:
C
Llk

n
n
n
dV
= iin − ddkidk − dqkiqk − d zk izk
dt
k =1
k =1
k =1

∑

∑

n
n
didk
didk
= ddkV + Llk ωiqk + Lg ω iqk − Lg
dt
dt
k =1
k =1

∑

− Rg
Llk

∑

diqk
dt

∑

n

∑idk − Rlkidk − edl

k =1

n

n

k =1

k =1

∑idk − Lg ∑

= dqkV − Llk ωidk − Lg ω
− Rg

diqk
dt

n

∑iqk − Rlkiqi − eql

k =1

di
Llk zk = d zkV − Llk ωidk − Rlk izqi − ezl − 3VN' N
dt

⎫
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪,
⎬
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎭

(4)

where edl , eql and ezl are respectively the direct, indirect and
zero sequence components of the line to line grid voltages;
idk , iqk and izk are those of the line to line currents of the kth
inverter while ddk , dqk and dzk are those of the phase leg duty
cycles.
From equations (4), one can derive the average circuit
model of the n parallel-connected inverters to the grid in the
dq coordinate. With some assumptions, a simplified model
is obtained by either reflecting all the variables to the dc or
ac side. For instance, if we are interested in the dc input
current to check whether uniform current distribution is
attained along the n inverters, we should solve the circuit
reflected to the dc side. This study cannot tell if the desired
operation mode is reached or not: power flow analysis has
to be conducted.
3. POWER FLOW ANALYSIS OF THE N PARALLEL
CONNECTED INVERTERS
One of the main issues of grid tied inverter is the control
of the injected active and reactive power to the three-phase
grid [10–13]. For the parallel case, both the lines and grid
impedances play an important role in the average active and
reactive power transfer. In this section, we determine the
analytical expressions for the average power with respect to
the circuit parameters and give a particular emphasis to the
nature of impedance. The analysis of the system is
conducted by assuming that all the inverters are controlled
by similar SPWM and all the line impedances are identical,
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such that:
Rai = Rbi = Rci = Rl ⎫
⎪
Ra = Rb = Rc = Rg ⎪
⎬.
Lai = Lbi = Lci = Ll ⎪
La = Lb = Lc = Lg ⎪⎭

(5)

The expression of the average active and reactive power
is obtained by first solving the analytical expressions of the
state variable of the circuit represented in Figure 1. This
will lead to the following expressions in the frequency
domain:

dm
id (s ) = 2

((RT + sLT ) cos ϕ − LT ω sin ϕ )Vg (s ) − ⎫⎪

⎪
(RT + sLT )2 + LT2 ω2
⎪
⎪
(RT + sLT )ed (s )
⎪
2
2 2
⎪⎪
(RT + sLT ) + LT ω
⎬ , (6)
dm
((RT + sLT ) sin ϕ + LT ω cos ϕ )Vg (s ) − ⎪⎪
iq (s ) = 2
⎪
(RT + sLT )2 + LT2 ω2
⎪
⎪
LT ωed (s )
⎪
2
2 2
⎪⎭
(RT + sLT ) + LT ω

following analysis.
The average reactive and active power can flow in either
direction depending on circuit parameters. The active
power should flow in a way such that it does not
compromise the inverter mode of the overall circuit. Basic
equations in power flow system, which relate the active and
the reactive power delivered respectively by the parallel
inverter (P1 and Q1) and the grid terminals (P2 and Q2) are
as follow:
RT A − 2 RT B cos ϕ − 2 X T B sin ϕ

⎫
⎪
4
⎪
⎪
2
− 2 RT Vm + RT B cos ϕ − X T B sin ϕ ⎪
P2 =
⎪
2 ZT 2
⎪,
⎬
X T A − 2 X T B cos ϕ + 2 BRT sin ϕ ⎪
Q1 =
⎪
4 ZT 2
⎪
− 2 X T V m2 + R T B sin ϕ + X T B cos ϕ ⎪
⎪
Q2 =
⎪
2 ZT 2
⎭
P1 =

⎫
)ω⎪
⎪.
n
⎬
RL
⎪
RT = R g +
⎪⎭
n
LL

(7)

- XT, Xg and XL are respectively the coupling, grid and line
reactances.
- RT, Rg and RL are respectively the coupling, grid and line
resistances.
- dm and φ are respectively the modulation index of duty
cycle and its phase shift with respect to grid voltage.
From equations (6), one obtains the steady state output
phase current as follows:

Ia =

1
ZT

⎛ dm
π
π ⎞⎞
⎛
⎞
⎛
⎜⎜ Vg cos⎜ ωt − − ϕ − θ⎟ − Vm cos⎜ ωt − − θ⎟⎟⎟ ,(8)
2
6
6 ⎠⎠
⎝
⎠
⎝
⎝

where ZT and θ are the coupling impedance and its
argument. Vm is the maximum line to neutral grid voltage.
Equation (8) describes similar behavior to that of the
synchronous machine, having a terminal voltage equal to
(dmVg )/2 feeding an infinite bus Vm through a coupling
impedance ZT , which is in fact a combination of the grid
and a fraction of the line impedances. The infinite bus is
taken as a reference.
Special care is required to ensure that changes in circuit
parameter’s settings do not undermine the operation mode
of the structure. This condition places a restriction on a
possible variation of the structure components such that the
overall circuit would not shift from the authorized operation
mode. This makes the power flow a major concern of the

Z T2

(9)

where
⎫⎪
⎬.
B = d mV g V m ⎪⎭
A = d m2 V g2

where
X T = (L g +
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(10)

The analysis shows the variation of the average active
and reactive power with respect to either the coupling
resistance or inductance. In this particular case, one notices
that even though, for some line and grid resistance, the nparallel inverters operate in the inverter mode, the system is
not able to deliver active power to the grid. For this reason,
we cannot tell if the overall structure is or is not delivering
active power to the grid just by analyzing the dc input
current. One should examine how the power is flowing in
both terminals of the circuit. To overcome this situation and
let the parallel inverters convert energy from the dc side to
the utility, one has to adjust the SPWM parameters and
choose an appropriate dc input voltage.
In the case of a photovoltaic structure, a proper output
voltage of the dc converter (which is in fact the input
voltage to the n parallel inverters) can overcome this
particular situation. As depicted in Figs. 2, 3, 4 and 5, the
structure parameters (given in Table 1) can supply a
positive or a negative active power to the grid.
Table 1
Circuit parameters
Input voltage

Vg = 700 V

Input filter

Lin = 80 mH, C = 6 mF

Inverter parameters

φ = - 0.1 rad, dm = 0.8, n = 3

Line parameters

Ll = 0.6 mH, Rl = 20 mΩ

Three phase grid

Vm = 220 2 V, Rg = 10 mΩ,
Lg = 0.3 mH
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Fig. 2 – Variation of the active and reactive power supplied by
three parallel inverters with respect to the line and grid resistance.
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terminal with respect to the line and grid resistance.
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Fig. 3 – Variation of the active and reactive power supplied by
three parallel inverters with respect to the line and grid inductance.

From these graphs, we figure out the maximum values,
of either the line or the grid impedances, to comply with the
intended operation mode of the structure. For a grid
resistance equal to 10 mΩ, a positive active power flow to
the grid (Fig. 4) requires a line resistance smaller than
0.376 Ω. Whereas, for a line resistance of 20 mΩ, positive
active power flow to the grid imposes a grid resistance less
than and 0.129 Ω.
For an acceptable efficiency (i.e. greater than 97 %), a
coupling resistance smaller than 16.6 mΩ is required: this
corresponds to a grid resistance of 10 mΩ and a line
resistance of 20 mΩ for three-parallel inverters.
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Fig. 5 – Variation of the active and reactive power at the grid
terminal with respect to the line and grid inductance.

4. UNBALANCE IN LINE IMPEDANCE EFFECT ON
THE OUTPUT CURRENT DISTRIBUTION
In the previous analysis, we have considered the case
where all the identical inverters are connected to the
common connection point by equal line impedance. This
configuration ensures uniform distribution of the active and
reactive power along the n parallel inverters [14] and
exhibits a non-zero circulating current [15].
• What happens if one of the line-phase impedance
of a given inverter is different from those of the
line-phases?
• What is the effect of a different line impedance of
a given inverter on the load current distribution
among the n inverters?
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⎫
⎪
ZT'
+ 2 − 2Vm
α cos ξ ⎪
Z
ZT
T
⎪
'
=2
dm
⎪
Vg
⎪
⎪
2 ⎞
⎛
'2 2
⎬
'
⎜ 2 dmVg ZT α ⎟
⎪
− 2 ⎟
⎜ Vm +
⎪
4
ZT ⎟
−1⎜
'
ϕ = cos
⎪
'
⎜
⎟
VmdmVg
⎪
⎜
⎟
⎪
⎜
⎟
⎪⎭
⎝
⎠
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Fig. 6 – Current distribution for three parallel-connected inverters
with line impedance ZL1 = 3ZL2 and ZL3 = 2ZL2 and identical
SPWM parameters
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If all the coupling impedances are equal and an identical
SPWM is applied to all the units, then each phase will carry
the same current. If not, the phase with different coupling
impedance has to be powered by a different phase voltage
such that this will make its phase current take a value equal
to that of the other phases. In the open loop case, such an
adjustment should be done by an appropriate choice of the
modulation index and phase to minimize the circulating
current. A simulation performed under Matlab/Simulink
environment is conducted to prove whether the adjusted
SPWM analytical parameters are in good agreement or not
with these results.
Figure 6 shows the current distribution for the case of
three inverters connected in parallel in which the line
impedances of the first inverter are three times those of the
second inverter. The first, second and the third unit must
withstand respectively 18 %, 55 % and 27 % of the load
current (which is equal to 275 A). The current of the second
inverter exceeds the desired 33 % of the load current ratings
by more than 166 %. This particular situation compromises
the uniform current-distribution principle. Furthermore, this
might lead to a decrease in the overall efficiency. A
sinusoidal PWM technique is developed to select the
modulation parameters, which enable a fair distribution of
the load current between the n parallel-connected inverters
and do not compromise the system mode of operation. For a
change in the coupling impedance from ZT to ZT’, what
should be the new SPWM parameters which ensure an
identical phase line current in every inverter? From
equation (8) and keeping an equal phase current, we obtain
the appropriate phase and modulation index of the SPWM
as follows:

P h ase c u rren t (A )

5

ZT' α

(11)

With a different line impedance, the application of this
strategy leads to a uniform current distribution between the
n parallel-connected inverters. Figure 7 illustrates the case
where the line impedances of the first and the third inverter
are respectively equal to three and two times the line
impedances of the second one. For the steady state
response, an appropriate choice of the SPWM parameters
(dm’ = 0.7358 instead of 0.8 and φ’ = – 0.1966 rad instead of
- 0.1 rad for the first inverter and dm’ = 0.767 instead of 0.8
and φ’ = – 0.1463 rad instead of – 0.1 rad for the third one)
guarantees an equal sharing of the load current between the
three units.
5. CIRCULATING CURRENT MINIMIZATION
UNDER UNBALANCE IN LINE IMPEDANCE
The case of n-identical inverters connected in parallel to
a grid with equal line impedances, led to a non-circulating

current between the n inverters. This is because the
inverters produce an equal line to neutral voltage that
powers the same line to neutral grid voltage. Then, we
obtain an equal current sharing of current flowing into the
grid along the n inverters.
The circulating current Icr,1 [16–18] flowing in the first
inverter for n parallel-connected inverters is defined as:

I cr ,1 =

n

n

1

1

n

∑ I a i + ∑ Ib i + ∑ Ic i
1

n

.

(12)

Equation (12) shows clearly that for an ideal structure, all
the phase currents are equal in amplitude and, hence, the
circulating current is null. So if all the phases having the
same coupling impedance ZT are controlled by an equal set
of dm and φ, and the ones having ZT’ controlled by the new
SPWM parameters dm’ and φ’ , the circulating current
reaches its optimal status.
A system of three-parallel inverters with the second one
having a different phase line impedance (i.e. phase “a”) gives
a steady state circulating current amplitude equal to 33 A
(Fig. 8 a). From Equation (11) we calculate the new
modulation parameters (φ’ = –0.1966 rad and dm’ = 0.7358)
to be applied to the phase-leg which presents a different line
impedance. Figure 8 shows maximum amplitude of 3 A (Fig.
8 b): the circulating current is reduced by a factor of 90 %.
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6. CONCLUSIONS
The power flow between the common connection point
and the grid shows the active or reactive power flow to the ac
grid. The application of the average-leg technique makes
possible the use of an average model to obtain the analytical
solution of the parallel inverter for any number of inverters.
We can establish the required limits of this coupling
impedance to ensure a proper mode of operation of the n
parallel-connected inverters. This will not compromise the
main objective of the overall circuit, which is the power
transfer from the dc to ac bus.
We highlighted the importance of the line impedance
effect of every single inverter on the load current distribution.
Different line impedance connected to the common
connection point causes non-uniform load current
distribution. This can lead to a situation where it would
exceed the rating limits of this inverter. Therefore, we have
established analytical SPWM parameters with respect to the
coupling impedance to restore the load current sharing
principle. This will guarantee that all the inverters operate
under equal power load that does not exceed their intended
rated power.
Different phase line impedances of an inverter induce
circulating current. The established analytical solutions with
judicious choice of the SPWM parameters enable minimizing
the circulating currents. This will contribute to eliminate the
low frequency component of the circulating currents. A
considerable reduction of the circulating current and an
increase in the overall circuit efficiency are obtained.
Simulation is performed to validate analytical results.
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